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Abstract: The spatial distribution of urban geographical events is largely constrained by the road
network, and research on spatial clusters of fire accidents at the city level plays a crucial role
in emergency rescue and urban planning. For example, by knowing where and when fire
accidents usually occur, fire enforcement can conduct more efficient aid measures and planning
department can work out more reasonable layout optimization of fire stations. This article proposed
an integrated method by combining weighted network-constrained kernel density estimation (NKDE)
and network-constrained local Moran’s I (ILINCS) to detect spatial cluster pattern and identify
higher-risk locations of fire accidents. The proposed NKDE-ILINCS weighted a set of crucial
non-spatial attributes of point events and links, and considered the impact factors of road traffic states,
intersection roads and fire severity in NKDE to reflect real urban environment. This method was
tested using the fire data in 2015 in Nanjing, China. The results demonstrated that the method was
appropriate to detect network-constrained fire cluster patterns and identify high-high road segments.
Besides, the first 14 higher-risk road segments in Nanjing are listed. These findings of this case study
enhance our knowledge to more accurately observe where fire accidents usually occur and provide
a reference for fire departments to improve emergency rescue effectiveness.
Keywords: urban fire accidents; emergency rescue; spatial distribution; network-constrained; kernel
density estimation; local Moran’s I

1. Introduction
Along with the accelerating process of urbanization as well as the expanding of cities,
the frequency of urban fire accidents keeps increasing, which may result in heavy losses. Facing
such a dangerous fire situation, fire departments should shorten the response time to arrive at
the scene as soon as possible and carry out emergency rescues to control the fire disaster and
reduce losses effectively. To reduce urban fire accidents and improve rescue speed, it is crucial
to understand how, where and when fire accidents occurred and their spatial patterns [1]. Spatial
pattern analysis has been examined widely to explore global or local spatial distribution patterns of
geographical events [2], similar to how many other geographical phenomena, including settlements,
tourist attractions, epidemic outbreak sites and crime scenes, can be abstracted as points for potential
“hot spots” analysis [3,4]. Spatial pattern analysis methods can be classified into the first-order and
second-order effects of a spatial process [5]. The first-order effects examine the intensity trend of
events across the space, and the absolute location of events is determinant [6], such as Quadrat
analysis, Voronoi-based density estimation and Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [7]. The second-order
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effects mainly examine the spatial interaction (dependence) structure of point events for spatial patterns,
such as Nearest neighbor statistics, Ripley’s K-function, Getis-Ord G statistic and local Moran’s I
statistic [8,9]. Among these methods, KDE is one of the most popular non-parameter methods for
analyzing the underlying properties of point events, whereas the local Moran’s I statistic is widely
used to assess the spatial autocorrelation between a unit and its neighbors [10].
Note that most methods of point pattern analysis work under the Euclidean (or 2D-planar) space.
It is based on the assumption that geographic phenomenon occurs in an infinitely homogeneous
and isotropic space. However, many spatial point events associated with human activities in real
life are constrained by road network. For instance, fire accidents usually occur on roadways or
inside a network [11]. Attempts to investigate the spatial relationship between urban events and
road network have made a great progress. For example, Shiode (2008) proposed a network-based
quadrat method for a more accurate aggregation of point events, because using square grid may
distort the representation of the distribution on a network. Borruso proposed a modified KDE,
which calculates the density estimation based on the shortest path trees on the road network.
Xie and Yan (2008, 2013) developed a network-based kernel density estimation (NKDE) to estimate
the density distribution of traffic accidents in network space. Yamada and Thill (2007) proposed
an exploratory spatial data analysis method, named local indicators of network-constrained clusters
(LINCS), for detecting the local-scale clustering in a spatial phenomenon. The GLINCS, based on
the local Getis-Ord G statistics, and ILINCS, based on the local Moran’s I statistics, are the most used
LINCS in network space [12–14]. SANET is an ArcGIS-based spatial analysis software tool for event
points along/on networks (Okabe and Sugihara 2012). SANET has been widely used in different
applications. In addition, Wang et al. found a high correlation between population density distribution
and road network [15,16]. Rui and Ban further explored the relationship between different street
centralities and land-use types in Stockholm [17]. At present, network KDE and local Moran’s I
statistic based on a road network have already been used in various practical applications. However,
there are fewer studies focusing on weighted point events and network links in a network-constraint
KDE analysis.
Hence, in this paper, we proposed a weighted network KDE method based on a set of crucial
non-spatial attributes of point events and links. It considers the impacts on density calculation from
three factors: road traffic states, intersection roads and fire severity. As we all know, urban fires
occur mostly in the central areas of population aggregation and building density, where traffic
congestion usually occurs. To better reflect real-world urban road traffic, using fire-engine historical
trajectory data, we choose the average speed of road sections as a measure of road traffic states.
Then, based on fuzzy evaluation theory and maximum membership function, the congestion levels of
corresponding road sections are confirmed. Urban road network can be regarded as a complex linear
network structure composed of basic links and intersections. The road at the intersection, whether
in road geometry or traffic flow characteristics, can produce dramatic changes [18]. Accordingly,
when exploring the spatial distribution patterns of fire patterns in the entire urban road network,
we should combine the actual situation at the intersections to estimate the kernel density value.
Besides, it is generally agreed that different fire accidents may cause varying degrees of casualties
and property losses. For each fire, different severity will produce different extent of damage to
the society [4,19]. The above three factors were therefore considered in the study of hot-spot detection
for more comprehensive and detailed results.
Aiming to detect local-scale cluster pattern and identify fire higher-risk road segments constrained
by network space, in this paper, a NKDE-ILINCS method combining density estimation and spatial
autocorrelation is employed [20]. Firstly, the NKDE method generates a smooth density surface of
fire events. Secondly, considering the statistical significance of NKDE, ILINCS method is used to
identify high-high road segments by using the density value as input attributes. Finally, the results of
NKDE-ILINCS is to detect the fire higher-risk locations in city level [21–23].
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The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the data and processing.
Section 3 describes the detailed methodology of the proposed weighted Network KDE method and
Network-constrained Local Moran’s I method. Section 4 discusses the algorithm implementation.
Section 5 provides the summary and conclusions.
2. Data Description and Processing
2.1. Study Area
As the second biggest city in Eastern China, Nanjing has 11 districts, since 2015, with a total
population of 8.27 million and the urban population of 6.73 million in 2016. Nanjing is a representative
city of the rapidly growing and globalizing in the Yangtze Delta. The study area (light green color
in Figure 1) locates in the central urban area of Nanjing, which is surrounded by the Yangtze River
and the belt highway. There are 5.23 million residents in the study area, which covers 10% of the total
area of Nanjing.

Figure 1. The study area with road network in Nanjing.

2.2. Road Network and Fire-Engine GPS Data
The road network data are extracted and abstracted from the Traffic Map of Nanjing (2015);
each road is shown as a polyline with its attributes of name and grade. The road network includes
expressways, main roads, secondary roads and branch roads and excludes metro-ways, highways,
railways and ferry-ways [24].
Nanjing is one of the cities with high incidence of fire in China. All fire squadrons have their
vehicles equipped with GPS receivers to monitor the running status of real-time traffic. With the help
of GPS devices, historical trajectories of fire engines can be recorded as a series of locations sampled
at small periodic intervals [25–27]. In this research, the dataset includes more than 109 fire engines
records for six consecutive months, from January to June 2015. For each fire engine, its ID, license plate,
longitude, latitude, time stamp, instantaneous velocity, and azimuth angle is automatically collected
approximately every 30 s.
A fire-engine trajectory is constituted by a series of GPS points. Each GPS point recorded
the instantaneous position, time, velocity and driving direction of the fire engine as p < x, y, t, v, a >.
x, y, t, v, and a denote longitude, latitude, time, velocity and driving direction, respectively. Table 1
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shows the records of GPS information on fire-engine trajectory. Figure 2 shows a sample of fire-engines
trajectory points from 1 to 3 January 2015.
Table 1. The records of GPS information on fire-engine trajectory.
HOSTID

HOSTNO

Time

Latitude

Longitude

Velocity

Angle

6309
6309
6309
6309
6309

WJSU6081X
WJSU6081X
WJSU6081X
WJSU6081X
WJSU6081X

13 April 2015 08:59:58
13 April 2015 09:00:18
13 April 2015 09:00:35
13 April 2015 09:00:52
13 April 2015 09:01:20

32.052352
32.052587
32.052623
32.054320
32.055433

118.85066
118.859605
118.859935
118.860167
118.861172

23
5
8
28
30

251
263
265
277
271

Figure 2. A sample of fire-engines trajectory points from 1 to 3 January 2015.

GPS information of the fire engine not only reflects the running state of each fire engine, but also
can be used to investigate fire accidents temporal distribution. Figure 3 illustrates the trips of fire
engine taken during different periods. As depicted in Figure 3, fire squadrons travel time mainly
concentrated in four periods: 9:00–12:00, 12:00–15:00, 15:00–18:00, and 18:00–21:00.

Figure 3. Travel time distribution of fire engines within 24 h.
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2.3. Fire Accidents Data and Processing
In this paper, a fire is defined as a fire accident when death or property loss occurs, which are all
indicated by a point pattern in a geographic information system (GIS) environment. There are 790 fire
points in the study area, according to the 2015 Jiangsu Province Nanjing Fire Department. The fire
data are stored in a geo-database along with basic information (such as date, longitude, latitude, alarm
time, response time, address, fire hazard rating, arrival time, travel distance, burned area, attendance
fire squadron, return time, fatality or serious injury, fire condition description, etc.).
In terms of fire locations, residential fires take the largest proportion in all kinds of fire accidents
types, accounting for nearly 70% of the total number. Due to the rapid expansion of urban automobile
traffic, the contradiction among the increasing number of private cars year by year, urban limited
road network and parking space has reached an unbearable limit. Private cars bring convenience
to residential life and also cause many impacts for urban management. In particular, the road
congestion phenomenon caused by chaotically parked and misplaced vehicles is increasingly serious,
which greatly influences the normal traffic of fire-fighting (see Figure 4a,b). Besides, restricted by
fire-engine size, fire passages are needed to meet traffic requirements (see Figure 4c). In many cases,
the fire squadron arrives on the main road within 5 min of alarm, but the residential roads and fire
engine access areas are clogged with parked vehicles, so the fire engines cannot get to the fire to
implement rescue. Firefighters can only use the nearest fire hydrants or lay hundred meters of fire-hose.
As a result, the rescue speed was affected and the best time for fire-fighting was delayed. Statistical
studies indicate that, in 80% urban fire accidents, fire engines are unable to reach the optimal range of
50 m from the fire scene. In fact, in most urban fires, fire engines can only be parked on the nearest main
road from the fire scenes.

Figure 4. Road congestion caused by private cars: (a,b) private cars parking chaotically in a residential
area; and (c) fire-engine traffic requirements.

In this paper, to identify the interaction between road network and the fire accidents locations,
we adopt the map-matching method based on geometric analysis to solve the problem. The point
to line map-matching method not only regards the geometric distance between two points as
a constraint, but also considers the geometric shape characteristics of possible matching points and
surrounding roads [28–30]. In addition, restricted by fire engine size, the fire lane width must be more
than 3 m. For this reason, the research mainly considers four kinds of urban roads: expressway
(>5 m), main road (>3.75 m), secondary road (3.5–3.75 m) and branch road (3–3.5 m). To ensure
the matching accuracy, we need to define a distance threshold. If the threshold is too large, the matching
position will deviate greatly from the original position resulting in inaccurate analysis. The change
of distances from the fire location to the nearest road is shown in Figure 5. The percentage of fire
accidents first decreases sharply and then remains stable, so a 240–280 m threshold was used because
it is a reachable man-controlled rescue distance, and an empirical study found that the fire-hose
of maximum laying distance between fire-locations and fire-vehicles is less than 300 m. The distribution
of the processed fire points in network space is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. The distance from the fire location to the nearest road.

Figure 6. Distribution of fire points after matching under network space in the study area.

3. Methodology
3.1. Road Congestion Identification Based on Fire-Engine GPS Data
As we all know, fire departments need to arrive at the scene in the shortest possible time to
reduce losses. The distance between two locations in a road network is usually defined by the distance
of their shortest path. However, this kind of distance measure would ignore the reality that some
fire accidents may take longer time to reach the fire locations due to the urban traffic conditions.
In fact, travel speed is a more meaningful and reliable traffic condition measure for network KDE in
constrained networks. In this research, we use the changes of the fire-engines travel speed to reflect
the characteristics of road traffic conditions, and reveal the actual state of traffic congestion effectively
based on the membership function of the road. The critical step in data processing is to exactly match
GPS positioning points to the path due to the errors of GPS positioning and electronic map. For this
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paper, we use an algorithm based on road buffer analysis to realize map matching; the main steps
include creating road buffers, eliminating invalid GPS data, traversing buffer layers, and identifying
the matching road-sections in ArcGIS platform.
According to the distribution characteristics of traffic flow, the traffic congestion degree of
urban road network is divided into three grades: congestion, comparative congestion and free-flowing.
Assume that U is the traffic congestion degree of the road section, according to the size of
its membership function requirements: Ui > 0.75 indicates “congestion”; 0.35 < Ui < 0.75 denotes
“comparative congestion”; and Ui < 0.35 represents “free-flowing”. Calculate the membership function
U based on the average speed of the vehicle on the road-section, and identify the congestion state of
the road-section in a certain period. The average speed Vi and membership U are calculated by
Vi =

Ui =

1
1
n

n

(1)

∑ tj

j =1

vij max − vi
vij max − vij min

(2)

where vmax is the maximum average speed of all fire engines passing through the road-section i
within six months, and vmin is the minimum average speed of all fire engines passing through
the road-section i within six months. It can be seen that the greater the average travel speed Vi ,
the smaller the membership U, the smoother the road. On the contrary, the smaller the average travel
speed Vi , the greater the membership U, the more congested the road.
3.2. Network Kernel Density Estimation
Given a homogeneous space, the traditional planar KDE superimposes a bell-shaped weighted
function over any location with isotropic property. This function is easy to implement but difficult
to reflect the actual distribution of geographical events, because urban activities within urban areas
are usually constrained under road network in planar space. When KDE method expended from 2D
planar space to network space, the network KDE still preserves the principle of near events more
related than distant events, but the distance concept changes [31]. To illustrate the restrictiveness
of network structure, Figure 7 shows the comparison between the planar KDE and network KDE.
It can be noted that the distance in planar KDE is measured in terms of Euclidean distance, while in
network KDE it is replaced by route distance.

Figure 7. Illustration of the differences between the planar KDE and network KDE for the same point
event dataset.

The Network Kernel Density Estimation (NKDE) principle is shown in Figure 8. The corresponding
research subject is not the area covered by the entire road network, but more precisely to each road
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segment of the network. The distance between points is not measured by the Euclidean distance
in 2-D planar space, but is measured by network distance under network-constrained structures.
NKDE method mainly discusses the first-order properties of spatial data in a nonparametric way to
reveal cluster pattern of point events [32]. A symmetric and continuous surface is placed on each of
the center points of the spatial units to calculate the density of the entire area considering the distances
between the center point and the locations of observations within the surface [33]. The estimator of
NKDE is


n
1
d(s, ci )
D (s) = ∑ k
(3)
h
h
i =1
where D (s) is the density value measured at location s, h is the search bandwidth of the NKDE
(only events within h are used to estimate D (s)), ci represents the observed event point, d(s, ci ) is
the distance from the estimation point to the observation point, and k() is a kernel function of the ratio
of d(s, ci ) to h with the “distance decay effect”. The choice of the two parameters, h and k, is extremely
critical. When h increases, the surface of the density becomes smoother, ignoring some details of
the density. When h decreases, the surface of the density becomes uneven, enhancing the cost of
the calculation. Besides, it turns out that the effect of the choice of kernel function is less than the effect
of the choice of the search width. A number of forms of kernel functions can be used to measure
the “distance decay effect” in the spatial weights k, such as Gaussian, Conic, Quartic, and negative
exponential [34]. Although there is a range of kernel functions, empirical studies indicate very little
difference in the results between different weighting functions. In the research, we use the most
commonly used Gaussian function [35,36].

Figure 8. Network kernel density estimation schematic diagram.

3.3. Constrained Network and Traffic Conditions KDE
(1) Intersection Roads
A junction is part of the intersection of two roads; drastic changes will occur in the cross-section
of the road. Similarly, Network topology changes at nodes. For example, the number of links often
increases at nodes, causing the extending of search ranges around nodes. The extension of search
range makes it difficult to ensure the correctness of density estimation at nodes. This study calculates
density around nodes unbiasedly based on equal-split kernel functions, proposed by Okabe et al. (2009).
The network kernel density after crossing will produce decay effect; the decay coefficient is related to
the number of nodes at the intersection. In this paper, the decay coefficient is defined as 1/(ns − 1),
and ns represents the number of nodes at the intersection [15,16]. For example, if the intersection is
a three-way intersection, the number of nodes at the intersection is 3. When the network kernel density
on the basic segment road travels along the three-way intersection, the decay coefficient is equal to 1/2.
In other words, at the node, the network kernel density is equally divided into two values, each of
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which is assigned to each edge. The network kernel density function at intersection is illustrated in
Figure 9.

Figure 9. The network kernel density function at intersection.

The form of kernel function at intersection (Okabe et al., 2009) is given in Equation (4) as

D (s) =





n

∑

i =1

1k
h



d(s,ci )
h



(n1 −1)(n2 −1)···(ns −1)

 0

d(s, ci ) ≤ h

(4)

d(s, ci ) > h

(2) Road Traffic States
In a dynamic GIS network environment, the effect of daily congestion is uniformly distributed
over the road network and affects all spatial processes equally at all times. Urban traffic States can be
affected by many factors such as road restriction and traffic congestion in business time. The road traffic
constraint in network analysis is mainly reflected in the change of travel speed. Thus, we use travel
speed as the conditional factor to establish a road congestion discrimination model, and the congestion
level of each road section is set as congestion, comparative congestion and free-flowing, respectively.
The smoother the road is, the faster travel speed fire vehicles can get to the fire scene with
less travel time, the smaller impact of road congestion on fire accidents along the local roadways is.
In this study, the fire locations on the congested road weighted stronger than that on smooth road for
calculating the overall density. According to the traffic statistics, we take the travel speed as 25 km/h,
35 km/h, and 45 km/h for three levels of road congestion, and corresponding the weight of basic
linear unit (BLU) length of the road is set as 2.0, 1.6, and 1.0, respectively.
(3) Severity of fire Accidents
Besides the fires locations, the non-spatial characteristics of fire points have impacts on the specific
geographical distribution pattern. The severity of fire accidents is considered the most crucial factor
for fire rescue in many research studies. For example, a region where serious fires often occur more
urgently needs to implement fire protection. Hence, to identify more details about the kernel density
of fire accident locations, fire points were weighted by their severity.
Here, we introduce accident hazard index G to reflect the impact of the severity of the accident
on the kernel density. The indicator of an accident hazard mainly includes two aspects: casualty and
property loss. The more serious is the accident, the greater is the loss, and the greater is the G value.
The accident hazard index G is calculated by
Gi ( x ) = Di x1 + Wi x2

(5)
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where Gi ( x ) is the severity of the accident at fire location i, x1 indicates the number of deaths,
x2 indicates the number of casualties, D represents the death weight coefficient and its value is
set to 2, and W represents the casualty weight coefficient and its value is set to 1.25.
The weighted kernel function is defined as:
n

D (s) =

∑

i =1



1
d(s, ci )
k
G ( x ) G ( x ) ≥ 1, d(s, ci ) ≤ h
h
h

(6)

3.4. Network-Constrained Local Moran’s I Method
Spatial autocorrelation is characterized by a correlation that occurs among samples that are
geographically close. Moran’s I, one of the most used methods for measuring spatial autocorrelation,
can define the actual locations where hotspots are clustered together based on a formal assessment of
statistical significance. Anselin (1995) developed a local Moran’s I statistic [37]. The network-constrained
local Moran’s I (ILINCS) is a straightforward extension to the planar method. The formula and
the simulation methods remain the same as mentioned. However, the definition of weight matrix W is
quite different. In ILINCS, the spatial weight matrix can be constructed using either the network topology
(node-based) or the distances along links in the network (distance-based) [12,14]. The node-based matrix
designates two links share a common node. The distanced-based matrix measures the distance between
the midpoints of links according to a threshold value.
4. Network Kernel Density Estimation Algorithm
In this research, the basic computational algorithm and implementation process of the NKDE is
divided into four parts; the basic algorithm is presented as follows.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Divide road segments into basic linear units. The urban road network is abstracted into a linear
network system consisting of point features and linear features. First, the road network is broken
into road segments at nodes. The road segments are the parts of roads between two neighboring
road intersections. Then, a defined network length is used to divide each road segment into
a set of basic linear units (BLUs). If there is a residual when dividing the road segments into
BLUs, we take the residual as a BLU. Finally, create a BLU-based network topological relationship
between BLUs, and stored as a relational table in a database.
Find the all nodes around each fire point within the search bandwidth. Define a search bandwidth
h, measured with the shortest path network distance. That is, regard each fire point as the kernel
center, and find the shortest path based on Dijkstra algorithm within the search bandwidth
h [38]. For example, as shown in Figure 10, V 1 and V 2 indicate the road intersection position,
and the fire point p locates 80 m from the intersection V 1 . Assuming that the bandwidth is set to
100 m, the corresponding length of BLU is 20 m. Starting from the intersection node, a new node
is generated every 20 m along the basic linear unit. Thus, we can find all the nodes and their
attributes of each fire point within the bandwidth range. The attribute table is shown in Table 2.
Calculate the kernel density of each fire point event within the bandwidth range. The kernel
density value is calculated using a search process that spreads from center to surroundings,
and then computes the kernel density value at each node.
Calculate the kernel density of each basic linear unit. For each fire point, calculate the kernel
density value of each node within a given search bandwidth h. The BLU kernel density value is
replaced by the average value of the kernel density for the first and last nodes.
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Figure 10. The bandwidth range of fire point p.
Table 2. All nodes attributes of fire point p within the bandwidth range.
Node Name

Bandwidth

Whether Contains Node *

Distance **

V1-2-2
......
V1-7-2

100
......
100

No
......
No

10 m
......
90 m

Note: *: refers to whether it contains node along the shortest-path. **: refers to the shortest-path between
the corresponding node and the fire point.

The proposed algorithm is implemented in the ESRI ArcGIS environment, using Microsoft Visual
C# programming language.
5. Results and Discussion
Utilizing the proposed methods, a case study from a real transportation network system with
a set of fire accidents points in part of the city of Nanjing, China is performed.
5.1. Impacts of Search Bandwidth on Density Pattern
The search bandwidth plays the most significant role in structuring the network density pattern.
It determines the smoothness of the density result, which could reveal hotspots in different spatial scale.
In view of the literatures, methods for selecting optimal bandwidths in 2-D homogeneous context
have been proposed. They suggested that a 100–300 m bandwidth was suitable for urban analysis.
However, they may not be suitable for density estimating in a network space [13,14,39]. In this study,
Gaussian function is chosen as the kernel function. To detect the fire accident hotspots at a relatively
finer scale, the length of the basic linear unit is set as 20 m. Fire accident point datasets are tested at
fixed search bandwidths of 100 m, 260 m, and 500 m, respectively. With the increase of the kernel
density bandwidth, the density results are changed obviously. The results of network kernel density in
different intervals are shown in Figure 11. Density results of a local part of the study area and the entire
study area under the three bandwidths are shown in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 12 shows the density
distribution throughout the study area, which is displayed by 3-D visualization of density surface.
In the cases, each basic linear unit is stretched into a “wall” character, which is achieved from the unit’s
density estimation. When the kernel density bandwidth is 100 m, the maximum kernel density of
the basic linear unit is 3.828, the kernel density values distribution in the top 1% are between 1.1702 and
3.828, the mean kernel density in the interval reached 1.7576. When the sorting threshold is increased
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from 1% to 5%, the mean kernel density in the distribution interval is decreased from 1.7576 to 1.0931,
a decline of close to 40%.
Similarly, when the sorting threshold is extended to the top 10%, the mean kernel density
in the distribution interval is also reduced to 0.7171. As illustrated in Figures 11 and 12,
when the bandwidth is set to 100 m, as the sorting threshold expands, the mean kernel density
decreases greatly. When the kernel density bandwidth is 200 m, the average kernel density values under
different thresholds decreased slowly. When the density bandwidth increases to 500 m, the pattern in
Figure 12 shows that the peaks and valleys of the kernel density curves in the different color intervals
falling more smoothly, and the change of “small hilltop” in Figure 12 is more obvious and continuous.
In summary, in this experiment, 500 m bandwidth is considered optimal; this setting enables the kernel
density result to retain enough details, as well as to reflect the overall trend of spatial distribution of
fire accidents locations.

Figure 11. The results of network kernel density in different intervals.

Figure 12. Cont.
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Figure 12. Illustration of the impacts of different search bandwidths on the density pattern: (a–c) the results
for the search bandwidth of 100 m, 260 m, and 500 m at a local scale, respectively; and (e–f) 3D visualization
of the spatial pattern of density estimated by the proposed network KDE in the overall space.

5.2. ILINCS Based on NKDE
In this paper, two types of local-scale spatial analysis methods were incorporated:
the network-constrained kernel density estimation and the local Moran’s I method. After the density
value is calculated for each basic linear unit using NKDE, it is then used as an attribute for computing
the ILINCS to explain the method of NKDE in a quantitative way. The spatial weight matrix was
chosen to be node-based in the local Moran’s I calculation. The significance level is set as 0.05,
and the simulation count is set to 99 times.
The results of the local Moran’s I calculation is shown Figure 13. In this research, it has been
proven that spatial cluster of fire accident points exists in the road network. The results indicated
that the aggregation of 61.6% road segments is not significant, and the other patterns are distributed
from low to high probability. Overall, 26.3% road segments belong to low-low aggregation model,
1.2% presents low-high aggregation, 10.7% exhibits high-high aggregation and 0.2% is high-low
aggregation. The z values calculated by the Moran’s I were in the interval [−1.168, 22.464] [40].
To detect the urban fire centers, the NKDE-ILINCS method using kernel density as input disclose
and identify high-high road segments successfully compared with in planar space, which is more
reasonable and approximate to the reality.
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Figure 13. Result of NKDE-ILINCS method: (a) local clustering patterns; and (b) z value distribution.

5.3. Detection of Fire Higher-Risk Locations Based on Network-Constrained
To verify the most appropriate methods to detect cluster pattern, four contrast experiments
were conducted. As can be seen in Table 3, input attributes in the first two experiments
were the kernel density value, while, in the last two experiments, they were fire events with
a counting method. To detect High-High (H-H) road segments in different levels of statistical
significance, Monte Carlo simulation was repeated 99 times via a conditional permutation process.
Results in Experiments 3 and 4 denoted that the ILINCS method failed to identify the H-H road
segments, while the NKDE-ILINCS method using kernel density as input in Experiments 1 and 2
could disclose and identify H-H road segments successfully. Moreover, Experiment 1 can identify
the H-H road segments without considering more details to keep segments in a coherent and valid
length [41]. In this paper, we recommend using the combination of H-H road segments and z-score to
detect fire higher-risk locations. When the z-score is greater than 4 (see Figure 13b), the road segments
are significantly risky under the significance level of 0.05. Here, the distribution of H-H segments
under significance level of 0.05 is shown in Figure 14.
Table 3. Parameters and H-H segment numbers in experiments of ILINCS.
Experiments

1

2

3

4

Parameters

Input attribute
BLU length
Simulation times

Kernel density value
20 m
99

Kernel density value
40 m
99

Fire number
20 m
99

Fire number
40 m
99

p-value

0.01
0.05

5374
18761

2100
7475

0
0

0
0
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Figure 14. Network KDE results distribution and high-high road segments in Nanjing.

Aiming at network spatial phenomena, we use local spatial-autocorrelation method to identify
the event intensity at a finer scale; the analysis results show that the fire higher-risk locations of
Nanjing are mainly concentrated in six areas. (1) Urban Business District: This area is densely built
with many tall buildings; the fire risk is reflected in the complex structure and function of the buildings,
which makes it difficult to carry out fire-fighting. The representative regions shown in Figure 15
are located at Gulou and Beijingdonglu. (2) Urban Commercial District: The commercial center is
a hub of the city of all kinds of commercial activities including shopping, dining, entertainment,
etc. Fire risk is manifested in the concentration of combustible materials and centralized people,
which make the analysis of the fire risk and personal evacuation more difficult. The typical regions in
Figure 15 are located at Xinjiekou, Fuzimiao and Zhangfuyuan. Xinjiekou is the biggest commercial
center in Nanjing, as well as an important leisure and tourist center, attracting an immense number
of passenger flows. (3) Historical and Cultural Reserve District: These areas in Nanjing are mostly
located at Chaotianmeng, Daxinggong, and Mochouhu, where narrow streets and lack of public fire
facilities, and they are also sensitive and vulnerable places for the fire in the city. (4) Residential District:
Residential area, as the most frequent contact point with human lives in the daily life, ranks first in
terms of the population scale in urban areas of Nanjing. Among all types of fire, residential fires account
for the largest proportion and are primarily caused by careless use of electricity and fire. At present,
the biggest difficulty of fire rescue is the blockage of the fire passage; as a result, fire trucks cannot get
close to fire locations, thus delaying the golden time of fire-fighting. The most concentrated residential
regions in Figure 15 are located at Longjiang, Guanghuameng and Dajiaochang. (5) Urban Village:
Village in the city is free from urban management, mainly embodied in the building density, illegal
construction and inadequate public fire facilities. These problems have brought tremendous hidden
danger to the fire safety of urban villages. The most typical urban village in Figure 15 is distributed in
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Maigaoqiao. Maigaoqiao locates in the north of the main urban areas of Nanjing, with a large number
of local residents and foreign population. (6) Chemical Industry Park: Chemical enterprise belongs to
dangerous place, in terms of hazard degree, once it breaks out of the fire, and will cause major property
damage and casualties.

Figure 15. Six fire higher-risk regions of Nanjing in a network space.

The advent of trajectory data offers an unprecedented chance to gain road traffic conditions,
which can be used to study the spatial relationship between road network and fire accidents from
the dynamic traffic perspective. In this section, we combined NKDE-ILINCS and road congestion
degree to assess the impact of congestion on fire-fighting. According to “city fire station construction
standards”, fire engines must reach the responsibility area within 5 min. The fact is that fire vehicles in
Nanjing generally require more than 10 min, the main reason being road congestion causes fire trucks
to be unable to do anything, especially during rush hour. Therefore, road congestion must be taken
into account when exploring higher-risk road sections. As depicted in Figure 16, the congested road
segments are concentrated in the city center, which have higher ILINCS values than the suburbs of
the city. The causes of these problems are that the layout of the fire station locations in the central city
is unreasonable, the number of stations is insufficient, and the existing fire stations are responsible for
an excessively large area.

Figure 16. Road congestion degree in urban fire higher-risk segments.
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Here, the fire higher-risk road segments were ranked according to the ILINCS value and network
kernel density value from low to high; the top 14 higher-risk road segments are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. The top 14 fire higher-risk location under road network.
ID

Name

Density Value (Mean)

Z (Mean)

Length

Congestion Degree

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Zhongshan East Road
Daming Road
Longyuan East Road
Longpan Middle Road
Huju North Road
Jinmao Main Street
Chahaer Road
Changbai Street
Zhujiang Road
Shitoucheng Road
Zhongyang Road
Changfu Street
Huangpu Road
Guanghua Road

5.0290
4.8246
4.4869
4.3531
4.3494
4.2200
4.1712
3.9715
3.9093
3.7503
3.6002
3.3741
3.2977
3.2089

12.3001
9.5572
7.3708
6.8773
7.3135
8.3280
10.1488
10.0531
7.5572
7.9518
8.8611
7.4618
7.4664
4.1780

589 m
900 m
226 m
569 m
233 m
340 m
320 m
460 m
849 m
223 m
536 m
547 m
284 m
546 m

free-flowing
free-flowing
congestion
comparative-congestion
congestion
congestion
comparative-congestion
free-flowing
comparative-congestion
congestion
congestion
congestion
comparative-congestion
comparative-congestion

According to Table 4 and Figure 17, the top fire-risky road in Nanjing is Zhongshan East Road, with
a considerably high-density and the largest z value. There are three major reasons. First, these road sections
are located in the old city area of Nanjing, where many old and historic buildings exist. These houses
have low fire resistance and the potential safety hazard is outstanding. Second, with the growing of
electrical equipment service life, the risk of fire accidents as result of aging will be higher. Especially
in the recent several years, along with the increasing of electrical load, the fire accidents caused by
electrical circuits are becoming more and more serious. Third, the roads in the old city are narrow and
the fire passages are not smooth. In the event of a fire, the fire-engine cannot approach the building.
The most concentrated fire-risky places are located near Zhongyang Road and Jinmao Main Street,
where various institutions, business enterprises and a large number of government headquarters are
clustered. The high concentration of population and economic activity results in the emergence and
spread of urban fire in these areas.
In addition, underground space is also high hazard areas of urban fire. For example, Xinjiekou is
situated at the intersections of four important avenues, having seven bus stops with 26 bus lines crossing,
and is the interchange station of subway lines 1 and 2. However, due to the unique characteristic of
relative narrow, economic loss and traffic injuries will be bigger than surface structure once subway fire
accidents happen. As shown in Figure 17, subway stations such as Gulou and Xinjiekou, and Nanjing
Railway Station belong to the high-risk locations of urban fire.
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Figure 17. The higher-risk locations under road network space in urban districts.

6. Summary and Conclusions
In fire rescue work, the spatial distribution pattern of fire accidents is important reference
information. It not only relates to the determination of urban fire hazardous area, but also affects
the formulation and implementation of fire safety regulation work. For instance, by knowing where
and when fire accidents usually occur, local government departments can create more efficient
laws and regulations, and fire departments can strengthen the construction of fire stations to
achieve the optimal allocation of fire facilities. Compared with 2D planar space, network space
has provided a new method for local-scale spatial analysis. It presents a new perspective to more
accurately observe how human activities shape the structure and patterns of fires in urbanized areas.
Most importantly, many kinds of geographical events associated with urban activities are constrained
by road networks in the real world. With the widespread adoption of satellite positioning technology,
trajectory data of floating cars, one of the most widely used inner-city travel modes, contains rich
information about both road network traffic and travel behavior. Such data can be used to study
the microscopic activity patterns as well as the macro system of urban spatial structures.
The case study was conducted in Nanjing; we first proposed the weighted NKDE method to
describe the fire events, with real road network and fire-engine trace data in Nanjing. The event
density acts as a refined analysis to examine their spatial distribution in the urban space and
their spatial association with road network. The computational intensity in NKDE is greatly
influenced by the bandwidth parameter, which determines the search radius. Then, we compared
the appearances of different bandwidths on the density results to determine the 500 m optimal
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bandwidth. The NKDE-ILINCS method was applied to analyze local spatial patterns of fire accidents
in network space. The results showed that there is significant high-high network autocorrelation
in the study region, which is useful in determining higher-risk locations, as well as in the fire risk
assessment of Nanjing. Finally, based on the location and characteristics of the high-high road segments,
six types of fire higher-risk areas were identified: urban business district, urban commercial district,
historical and cultural reserve district, residential district, urban village and chemical industry park.
Furthermore, the top 14 higher-risk road segments in Nanjing were listed. The findings of this case
study enhance our knowledge to more accurately observe where fire accidents usually occur and
provide a reference for fire departments to improve emergency rescue effectiveness. Compared with
traditional point events analysis methods, NKDE can be used not only for analyzing the resultant
intensity patterns of point events and identifying potential “hotspot” clusters along networks, but also
as visualization tools to shape 3-D density surface. Meanwhile, our weighted NKDE method considers
the influence of non-spatial factors of fire accidents, which can examine significant differences of
different fires along the network [1,11]. Besides, we introduce local indicators of network-constrained
clusters (LINCS) to detect the local-scale clustering of network events. In this paper, NKDE result was
input as attribute for LINCS to use the density indictor for assessing the significant locations with
high-density values, and the results prove that NKDE-LINCS perform better than conventional LINCS
in identifying the clusters.
However, there are two issues in this study needed to be addressed in further research. First, fire
accidents always occur in a certain range of time and space, so the temporal character is also a basic
property of geographical events. Future studies are focused on analyzing spatiotemporal patterns
of fire accidents on roadways over a network space. Second, the urban environment is universally
considered as an enormous and comprehensive complex system; it is not reasonable to examine only
the spatial characteristics of fire events, while the factors associated with urban events may be diverse
and complicated. Therefore, further research is needed to take into account other factors, such as
population density, transport accessibility, road density and land use of the study area [42,43].
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